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Written by Thomas Abban

Plenty

How many minds do you win and make crazy?
Plenty, plenty

Got to get the money for the medicine
How many fools do you rule that would slay me?

Plenty, plenty
Got to give your money to the government

How many lines intersect on a spectrum?
Plenty, plenty

Light’s a foreign concept to the dark in me
How many pills do you take on the daily?

Plenty, plenty
Got to give your money to the pharmacy

How many?
Plenty, plenty

How many?
Plenty

How many cries do you hear in the east now?
Plenty, plenty

Got to keep your head up for the reckoning
How many wolves can you dress in a fleece gown

Plenty, plenty
Got to tip your hat off to the government

You know it
On the way, on the way

Let the deep roll into deeper
Plenty dreams but not a sleeper

Get the weeps a tear leaker
Plenty means but not a seeker now

How many?
Plenty, plenty

How many?
Plenty
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Don’t Leave

You were my daily temple but woman I know that love can be 
cruel

Proudly wore your chain and shackle cause baby I know that 
love can be cruel

But you break your teeth while biting stones then hide your 
hand after they’re thrown

And it all leads to pain
But don’t leave baby I don’t mean to fall apart

Just please show me some reciprocity
But don’t leave baby I still think I crave your heart

Just please show me you’re a mess without me
And don’t leave

Water only flows as fast as the ground is smooth over which it 
flows

But even next to stagnant pools lay seeds and from a seed 
flower grows

But your oracles all flee from you and pleasure’s rains are 
leaving too and it all leads to pain

But don’t leave baby I don’t mean to fall apart
Just please show me some reciprocity

But don’t leave baby I still think I crave your heart
Just please show me you’re a mess without me

And don’t leave
Don’t leave baby I don’t mean to fall apart

Just please show me you’re a mess without me
And don’t leave

But temples just like water-falls and I still hear my lover call 
and it all leads to pain

But don’t leave cause I still think I crave your heart
Cause I fall apart

Give me some reciprocity
Don’t leave
Don’t leave
Don’t leave
Don’t leave
Don’t leave
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Mean Side

Peace on earth I found yet nothing don’t mean nothing for the chains 
of time
Peaceful ’til the ground yet something always happens because nothing 
never will
As soon as I get up I’ve got to battle my mean side
Damned my mood gets up but it’s  just a wave at the seaside
I want it to mean nothing but I know you’ve got a mean side too
And I know you get caught up on the surface and don’t see inside
But see inside of me and you’ll find nothing to bleed and dry
Remember nothing don’t mean nothing cause you know I’ve got a mean 
side too 
Mean side, mean side

Peace on earth I found yeah nothings just the gap between the chains of 
time
Garden till the ground yeah something’s always growing because 
nothing never will
As soon as I get up I’ve got to battle my mean side
Damned my mood gets up but it’s  just a wave at the seaside
I want it to mean nothing but I know you’ve got a mean side too
And I know you get caught up on the surface and don’t see inside
But see inside of me and you’ll find nothing to bleed and dry
Remember nothing don’t mean nothing cause you know I’ve got them 
inside too
Mean side, mean side

I know you got a
know you got a mean side, know you got a mean side, know you got a 
mean side too
You know you got a mean side, know you got a mean side, know you got a 
mean side too
As soon as I get up I’ve got to battle my mean side
Damned my mood gets up but it’s  just a wave at the seaside
I want it to mean nothing but I know you’ve got a mean side too
I know you got a mean side, know you got a mean side, know you got a 
mean side too
But you know I got a mean side, know I got a mean side
but I know you got a mean side too
You do
you know I got a mean side too
I do
I know you got a mean, mean side too
You do
Maybe our mean sides should get together
As soon as I get up I’ve got to battle my mean side
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Be Loved

As I look past the boats on the water
As I gaze past the stars and their signs oh baby

“Easy come, easy go” is their motto
So darling just keep sailing your heart

I fill the cup on the table when it&#39;s empty
I&#39;m unapproached, unresolved, unresigned, oh baby

Souls departing through black rain now it&#39;s staining
So darling just keep playing your part

Could you be loved? Could you be loved? Could you be loved?
By somebody like me? Yes, by somebody like me?

I don&#39;t have time to follow your river
And I don&#39;t have time to rule my world oh baby

Many saints, many tunes are forgotten
So darling I was shot from the start

Could you be loved? Could you be loved? Could you be loved?
By somebody like me? Yes, by somebody like me?

Could you be loved?
Darling I was shot from the start

Could you be loved?
Could you be loved? Could you be loved? Could you be loved?

By somebody like me? Yes, by somebody like me?
Yes, by somebody like me? Yes, by somebody like me?
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Visions (return of the Mean Side)

Got my hand on em, got my hand on em
Got my hand on the Bible and I’m popping a wheelie

Chop the cherry the orange add the liquor and the fizzy
Got my hand on the throttle and I’m crushing it freely
Watch me parry the right hook then plié while I’m dizzy

My visions can be something but if I ignore them then you can bet that I 
hear drumming

And some visions they can be stunning, demons on the moon I assure you 
they’re coming

Nirvana is a paper cup
Free of joy, free of love,

Pour it out and lick it up
In my fathers house are many drums
In my fathers house are many drums

Got my head ‘round my thinking and it wasn’t that easy
Now my spirit is empty while my mind’s dying to meet me

Got my hands in my pockets so I won’t be caught stealing
Chop the message the paper at the bazaar and the crazy

My visions can be something but if I ignore them then you can bet that I 
hear drumming

And some visions they can be stunning, beacons in the tombs I assure you 
they’re coming

My visions, my visions, my visions can be something
Demons on the moon I assure you they’re coming

Let that vision breath
Nirvana is a paper cup

Free of joy, free of love,
Pour it out and lick it up

In my fathers house are many drums
In my fathers house are many drums
In my fathers house are many drums

Nirvana is a paper cup
Got my hand on em

The apocalypse acknowledges the master of all the promises
And in spite of this and the height of this, just climbs the stair of passages

Leaving your mark on history is like being a dog pissing upon a tree for 
other doggies to see

Nirvana is a paper cup
Let that vision breath

In my fathers house are many drums
Let that vision breath

Many drums








